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Abstract- Deep beams generally face failure due to shear 

force due to being brittle in nature leading to catastrophic 

consequences. Such phenomenon creates a necessity to 

investigate shear deficiency generated under deep beams 

when subjected to lateral loads. This research primarily aims 

to present a comparative analysis of reinforced concrete deep 

beam, reinforced concrete deep beam with secondary beam 

and post tensioned beams. 

 

In this paper we have reviewed articles related to a 

Deep Beam Structure with  different  beam using different 

analysis tools. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Reinforced concrete deep beams have many 

applications in buildings, bridges, offshore structures and 

foundations. There are many structural elements which behave 

as a deep beam such as transfer beams, load bearing walls and 

coupling beams in buildings, pile caps in foundations, plate 

elements in the folded plates and bunker walls. 

 

 
Figure 1: Slender beam and deep beam 

 
Figure 2: Variation of shear stress with a/d ratio 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Aparecido de Mello and Rafael (2016) the examination 

paper center around the Stringer-Panel Method (SPM), an 

elective system to some notable techniques for planning this 

kind of design, i.e., swagger and-tie strategy and limited 

component strategy. A manual methodology of SPM is 

introduced, through a straightforward standard of partitioning 

a construction on two unmistakable components: stringers, 

which assimilate typical powers, and boards, which retain 

shear powers by film activity. Two pragmatic instances of 

profound bars planned utilizing SPM are introduced and their 

general conduct were examined through non-direct 

examination.  

 

The fundamental distinction between these two 

techniques is that, while STM brings about a more moved 

support in the thought about ties, SPM can bring about a more 

appropriated one, by computing a web support for the thought 

about boards. The directed non-straight investigations showed 

that SPanCAD, as a basic programming that relies upon the 

meaning of just five boundaries, introduced close outcomes to 

ATENA 2D, particularly for a definitive burdens. Wellbeing 

and in-administration conditions for both profound shafts 

could be confirmed through the non-direct investigations and 
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the outcomes showed that SPM gave a decent answer for 

planning these constructions. 

Tadi Venkata Satyanarayana et.al (2020) in the exploration 

paper, the distinctive underlying piece frameworks with 

various pillar frameworks are planned and the redirection, 

bowing second outcomes are examined and most conservative 

framework are seen by made a relative investigation of various 

frameworks and by assessing strength and workableness 

boundaries. For this investigation the Etabs programming is 

taken on to break down the distinctive chunk frameworks with 

various sort of shafts. Cutoff state strategy is utilized for the 

plan of the design. In this technique, every individual from the 

construction is intended to fulfill Serviceability and 

breakdown criteria.Section-5 of IS. 456-2000 has given clear 

rules for Limit state strategy for plan. A similar plan is 

embraced with the proposed Characteristic heaps of IS 875-

1987.  

 

Results expressed that Steel deck section frameworks 

are more conservative because of light material when 

contrasted with r.c.c frameworks. The piece esteem is likewise 

high. The composite framework comes in second practical 

underlying framework when contrasted with steel deck 

framework. This framework likewise has high piece worth and 

saves a ton of time in the development interaction. The precast 

piece framework comes in third most practical arrangement of 

design because of its low piece esteems. In any case, in large 

scale manufacturing of this framework might change the 

expense of assembling the primary frameworks and 

components. This is the most time productive framework 

among every one of the frameworks. The consolidated R.C.C 

framework and composite framework have practically same 

diversion esteems even in transient redirection and long haul 

avoidance because of same R.C.C Column pivotal shortening. 

The steel deck section framework has an extremely high 

redirection esteem when contrasted with different frameworks, 

because of its light weight structure. The diversion of the 

chunk and shaft components for long haul creep is seen as 1 

mm. The redirection of the section and bar components for 

usefulness standards is seen beneath 1mm. In usefulness plan 

the Inter story float proportion is a lot lesser than passable 

worth because of use of primary divider framework. Because 

of the underlying divider framework the parallel firmness of 

the construction has expanded and the diversions because of 

seismic tremor powers are seen beneath 1mm even in 

usefulness checks. The settlement of the pontoon 

establishment embraced is 20mm which is beneath the 

reasonable furthest reaches of 25mm. 

 

Abdel-Nasser et.al (2017) a nonlinear analysis is developed 

to predict the behavior of deep beams under point loads for 

different span-to-depth ratios and arrangement of 

reinforcement. The model proposed is simple, easy to use, and 

has the ability to illustrate the effect of shear deformation of 

the cross section. The model can isolate this shear contribution 

to deflection easily, and show it as a separate component. 

Reasonable agreement is achieved between the analytical 

model and the experimental test results. It is found that the 

strain profile for deep beams varies according to cases of 

loading and span-to-depth ratio. Using equations proposed in 

this study to represent strain distribution gives more accurate 

and reliable predictions of the experimental test results than 

linear distribution. 

 

Talib Abdul Jabbar AL-Eyssawi (2017) the examination 

planned to limit the expense of essentially upheld built up 

concrete(RC) rectangular pillar and approach the prudent bar 

plan which has all out cost near most minimal incentive for 

that shaft, with a standard bar cross segment. The all out cost 

of bar incorporates cost of cement, support, and formwork, 

while the stirrups cost consolidated in the support cost. The 

plan factors considered in this review were the stacking, width 

of bar, stature to width proportion, length of bar, compressive 

strength of cement, unit cost of cement and unit cost of 

formwork. STAAD Pro which is one of inescapable designing 

programming for underlying examination and configuration 

was utilized to plan the bars for second and shear. All 

computations were done dependent on flexible examination 

and a definitive strength technique for plan according to ACI 

318M-14 code necessities.  

 

The consequences of practical pillars all out costs 

data set show that the normal expense proportion of cement, 

support and formwork to add up to cost are 32%, 32% and 

36% individually, while stirrups cost establishes 9% of the 

complete expense. Practical pillar configuration can be 

acquired from a few cycles in absolute expense estimations, 

and more endeavors for area measurements of the shaft give 

more affordable bar plan. Mathematical conditions for the 

efficient bar configuration have been created and can be 

utilized quickly to appraise the shaft width and tallness 

without earlier comprehension of streamlining. 

 

Harsha and Raju (2019) The ACI code had given the 

contrast between the profound and slim shaft. In profound bar, 

the 3-point stacking or 4-point stacking is pertinent on certain 

conditions dependent on the proportion of shear length and 

profundity of bar. The disappointment of profound bars 

happens when there is an inappropriate embracing of shear 

move and Spacing, Diameter of web support, Geometry is the 

optional reason. Break spread was extremely high in radiates 

with even web support and the presentation of pillars with 

symmetrical support was best.  
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End drawn were Diagonal Tensile Stresses will 

increment quickly if appropriate consideration isn't taken for 

the burdens standards while planning the bar. Significant 

Failure is askew breaking in Deep Beams, with the expansion 

in range to profundity proportion, the tendency of breaks 

increments. The bits of uncracked substantial profundity 

oppose the shear pressure and the exchange of shear at broke 

part is irrelevant Concentrating of shear support inside center 

area of shear range can further develop a definitive shear 

strength of profound bar Shear strength diminishes with the 

increment in the profundity of the shaft. 

 

Sagar Belgaonkar and Rajashekhar Bilagi (2016)the 

exploration paper checked on seismic examination of built up 

substantial structures with and without profound shafts. The 

proposed constructing comprises of 10 stories, base story 

tallness is 3.5m and the leftover story stature is 3.2m and 

building is 24m length, 24m width and 32.3m above from the 

beginning. It is considered under the seismic zone 5. The 

construction examination of the proposed fabricating is done 

by E-tabs 2013 programming. The proposed assembling 

model has been finished. Models are investigated by identical 

static techniques and dynamic strategies to oppose the parallel 

burden.  

 

It was seen that base response expansions in working 

with profound bars when contrasted with traditional structures. 

Thinking about the impact of profound pillar in building, the 

solidness of the construction increments quickly for ground 

story up to 49.56% and it significantly changes in higher 

stories. Normal period is fundamentally brought down in the 

wake of presenting profound shaft in working at ground story. 

 

Ibrahim M. Metwally (2015)the examination paper 

introduced mathematical examination of twelve huge scope 

substantial profound bars inside supported with GFRP bars 

without web support fizzled in shear which were tentatively 

tried and gathered from writing. The nonlinear limited 

component investigation by ABAQUS was utilized to 

anticipate the conduct and strength of substantial profound 

pillars built up with GFRP bars in enormous scope. The 

understanding between the mathematical recreations and test 

discoveries shows the general exactness and dependability of 

the logical models in anticipating the reaction of this new kind 

of primary components.  

 

Limited component investigation and trial results 

show that, as stacking advanced, the strain appropriation in the 

longitudinal GFRP support turned out to be around uniform 

between the backings demonstrating the arrangement of a tied 

curve instrument. FE investigation in this exploration shows 

that the reliance on the current plan codes as ACI 318-08, 

CSA A 23.3-04 and ECP-203-07 in examination and plan of 

FRP-built up substantial profound pillars isn't exact on the 

grounds that they expected that all layers of support convey a 

similar ductile pressure thus a similar strain; this isn't accurate 

if there should be an occurrence of FRP support. Be that as it 

may, this is just evident when all support has yielded (as in the 

event of steel bars), which isn't the situation with the 

completely direct versatile material as FRP bars. Substantial 

strain appropriation in GFRP-supported substantial profound 

bars is nonlinear, and they don't adjust to Bernoulli's 

suppositions for strain and stress conveyance. This 

nonlinearity of strain appropriation is because of the shear 

misshapenings that are frequently more subtle in FRP-built up 

shallow bars, however that are huge in GFRP-supported 

profound bars.  

 

Profound pillar built up with GFRP bars showed 

unexpected conduct in comparison to that of bar supported 

with CFRP bars because of the low flexible modulus of GFRP 

bars. At extreme burden level, the diversion of the GFRP-

supported profound cement footer was in the scope of 2–4 

times more than the CFRP-built up profound shaft coming 

about because of the low flexible modulus of the GFRP bars. 

Consequently, the avoidance, rather than strength, will oversee 

the plan for substantial profound pillar supported with FRP 

bars. 

 

Sawsan Akram Hassan and Ansam Hassan Mhebs 

(2018)the exploration paper introduced the test and logical 

examination of the conduct of high strength mixture supported 

substantial profound bars under monotonic and rehashed two-

point load. The possibility of half breed in this work is unique. 

Two kinds of cement were utilized in bar yet not in cross-

segment. The principal type was the Fibrous High Strength 

Concrete (FHSC) at shear ranges for improving shear limit 

against breaking because of slanting swagger disappointment 

(by adding Steel Fiber (SF) in that areas), while the 

subsequent kind was the Conventional High Strength Concrete 

(CHSC) at the mid-segment between the two reinforced shear 

ranges. The test work incorporated the projecting and testing 

of ten profound bars. Five among the pillars were tried under 

monotonic stacking (control radiates) and different bars were 

tried under continued stacking at the degree of 75% of 

extreme heap of control radiates. The impact of some chose 

boundaries as the sort of burden, the cross breed and non-half 

and half pillars, the compressive strength of cement (fʹc) 

(ordinary and high) and the measure of web support (ρw) were 

contemplated as far as break designs, extreme burden and 

burden versus midspan diversion.  

 

The outcomes expressed that diminished rates in a 

definitive burden a. As indicated by continued stacking for 
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non-mixture profound light emissions and FHSC are roughly 

22.95% and 20.98%, separately. The diminished rates in a 

definitive burden as indicated by the continued stacking of 

mixture profound shafts which have web support (0.004 and 

0.006) as factors are 23.97% and 22.22%, separately. The 

diminished rate in a definitive burden as indicated by the 

continued stacking of half and half profound pillars with 

compressive strength concrete (high and ordinary) as factor is 

roughly 23.97% and 24.32%, individually. The normal worth 

of the diminished level of pillars exposed to monotonic and 

75% continued stacking is 22.17%. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Various methods of dynamic analysis of beams have 

been presented. These methods differ from each other in terms 

of safety, material economy, cost of analysis and accuracy. 

Numerous studies have shown that although some analytical 

methods provide results close to reality, they might be very 

expensive to run. Also, due to the many assumptions serving 

to simplify accurate methods, it has been found that these 

methods often produce solutions which are not exact, making 

the description ‘accurate’ just relative. Therefore, simple 

approximate methods of analysis have been put into use due to 

their cheap running cost and fast outcomes. However, as 

approximate methods reduce the confidence in the analysis 

results, accurate methods remain necessary in many structural 

situations when comparisons with trusted benchmarks are 

needed whether in practical design or for research purposes. 
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